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Out of the Fire 2021-12-07
andrea contos takes readers on a triumphant and terrifying journey from fear
and solitude to solidarity and vengeance a complex and captivating thriller
that kept me guessing at every turn elle cosimano author of finlay donovan is
killing it we were like fire the four of us catching each other s sparks
until the flames grew spread raged beyond our control we ll give them back
the damage they left us with burden them with the weight of our pain we may
be temporarily broken but we will leave them forever charred ashes to ashes
it wasn t the kidnapping that ruined cass adams s life it was the letters
that came after the pink envelopes that appear in her car her locker her
bedroom notes from the man she escaped telling her that he s always there
always watching and that someday he ll be back for her the police say there s
nothing they can do and cass resigns herself to live in fear until she
reconnects with three old friends three girls ready to exact vengeance on
those who wronged them but the deeper cass digs the more shocking the truth
becomes especially when she discovers that the person who ruined her life may
be the only one who can save it

Versions of Her 2019-07-23
on the surface melanie kingstad keyes s life is the picture of success she s
a tenure track professor at a prestigious university and has a perfect
husband but a recent miscarriage has left her reeling and her marriage
tenuous selling her family s lake indigo summer home which she hasn t visited
in fifteen years feels like the perfect distraction from her problems now she
only needs to persuade her younger sister kelsey to go along with her plan
stuck in a dead end job kelsey kingstad bounces from one doomed relationship
to the next as she struggles to jumpstart her adult life carrying the guilt
of her mother s untimely death kelsey is reluctant to let go of the victorian
house filled with memories of her mom and their childhood when the sisters
find a mysterious hidden door melanie and kelsey discover that they can
directly view their mother s younger years and learn all the secrets she
never shared with them delving into her memories is fun at first but melanie
and kelsey quickly uncover difficult truths throwing their own life choices
into question and making them wonder if they ever truly knew their mother
visiting the past may help them find closure but the cost could be steeper
than they realize

Interesting Women 2022-01-04
from the acclaimed author of red island house andrea lee s brilliant
outrageous collection of short stories confronts identity desire colliding
cultures and self discovery in vivid prose infused with wicked irony award
winning author andrea lee takes us on a dazzling international journey into
the hearts and minds of a number of extraordinary women intelligent
cosmopolitan and fiercely independent who with wit and style grapple with
questions of identity in an increasingly connected world where everyone has
become in some way a foreigner in the birthday present a seemingly
conventional american wife explores the wilder shores of marital devotion by
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giving her italian husband an outrageous gift winter barley is the account
alternately lyrical and perverse of the brief love affair in scotland between
an elderly european prince and a thoroughly modern new england beauty half
his age and in the collection s title story interesting women a woman on
vacation in thailand reflects with wry detachment on the confessional
relationships that spring up between women another day another soul laid bare
before falling into one herself which culminates in a hilarious and absurd
odyssey through the jungle lee s beautifully crafted stories offer a rare
combination a sensual evocation of the moment and profound insight into the
underlying struggles of gender race and class that continue to shape our
world critically acclaimed when it was first published this collection is
ready to be embraced by a new generation of readers

Calf 2016-11-15
part are you there god it s me margaret and part taxi driver this creepy
unsettling and absolutely addictive novel is at once a penetrating character
study a meditation on the zeitgeist of the 80s and an unflinching depiction
of violence both intimate and sensational the year was 1981 the us was
entering a deep recession russia was our enemy and john hinckley jr s
assassination attempt on president ronald reagan shocked the nation it was
also the year author andrea kleine learned her close childhood friend had
been violently murdered by her socialite mother leslie deveau both events
took place in washington dc hinckley and deveau were both sent to st
elizabeth s hospital guilty by reason of insanity it was there that they met
and later became lovers these two real life and ultimately converging events
inspired kleine s jaw dropping spine tingling novel calf made up of dual
narratives and told over the course of one year kleine s account follows a
fictionalized john hinckley jr as he stalks a young actress in the lead up to
the assassination attempt and eleven year old tammy whose friend is murdered
in her sleep

Everyone's an Author 2012
an inspiring new rhetoric that takes some of the best ideas animating the
field of composition and makes them teachable

Frozen Rose 2021-07-20
it s the week of valentine s day when jade benson visits a festive town
hoping to learn some answers about her father whose identity was a mystery
until she was thirty to make matters worse jade s blindsided when she runs
into the man she fell for eight years ago levi stone won t fall in love again
his wife was the ultimate romantic until her love story ended as she passed
away from breast cancer levi met jade a month after sky died and while there
was intense passion it was too soon to risk opening his heart instead he
broke hers jade can t forgive levi for how he treated her in the past despite
encountering red roses sky s favorite flower and symbol she said she d use to
play matchmaker after she died jade distracts herself with what she s learned
about her father and discovering that she s more like her mother than she
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All Her Fault 2021-07-08
shortlisted for crime fiction book of the year at the an post irish book
awards 2021 a heart stopping tale stunningly original sunday times crime book
of the month grips from the first page and keeps upping the stakes i didn t
predict any of the twists and turns sarah pearse bestselling author of the
sanatorium one missing boy marissa irvine arrives at 14 tudor grove expecting
to pick up her young son milo from his first playdate with a boy at his new
school but the woman who answers the door isn t a mother she recognises she
isn t the nanny she doesn t have milo and so begins every parent s worst
nightmare four guilty women as news of the disappearance filters through the
quiet dublin suburb and an unexpected suspect is named whispers start to
spread about the women most closely connected to the shocking event because
only one of them may have taken milo but they could all be blamed in a
community full of secrets who is really at fault sharp sophisticated and full
of suspense everything you need for a perfect summer read cara hunter
bestselling author of close to home andrea mara s tight plotting and
convincing characterisation make her books both compelling and intriguing liz
nugent author of lying in wait a wonderfully twisty nightmare of a domestic
thriller emma curtis author of keep her quiet a cracking read from a writer
at the top of her game and wow that twist floored me claire allan author of
her name was rose someone has taken marissa s child the fun in this
fiendishly twisting narrative is trying to work out who that might be irish
independent everyone is gossiping about all her fault wow wow wow i have not
read a book this thrilling in ages so many twists and turns and what a shock
at the end this is one of the best thriller books i have read this year i was
totally blown away you must read this book the final chapter is the perfect
payoff a great twisty read that kept me on the edge of my seat pre order
someone in the attic the unputdownable new thriller from no 1 sunday times
bestselling author andrea mara

Run For Your Life 2013-04-15
bestselling author andrea kane delivers a pulsating blend of corruption
seduction and bone chilling suspense in one of the most sensational
blockbuster thrillers of the year from its opening scene to its shattering
climax the dark undercurrents of murder and love entwine in her most powerful
and edgy novel yet manhattan attorney victoria kensington is deeply alarmed
when she runs into her sister audrey in central park clad in a hospital gown
and fleeing from unknown pursuers as audrey collapses at her feet warning
about danger victoria rushes for help when she returns audrey has vanished
from sight despite threats against her life victoria vows to discover her
sister s whereabouts she works alone until the only man she ever loved
zachary hamilton suddenly appears in new york assigned to investigate a
worldwide drug syndicate he suspects it may tie in to audrey s disappearance
together victoria and zach race against the clock to crack the deadly drug
ring and nd audrey while they work they nd the white hot electricity between
them recharging to a fever pitch pursuing the shocking truth that might tear
victoria s family irrevocably apart she and zach begin to unravel a complex
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web of deceit which echoes terrifyingly back to victoria s own life

Six Stories and an Essay 2014-10-23
andrea levy author of the man booker shortlisted novel the long song and the
prize winning million copy bestseller small island draws together a
remarkable collection of short stories from across her writing career which
began twenty years ago with the publication of her first novel the semi
autobiographical every light in the house burnin none of my books is just
about race levy has said they re about people and history her novels have
triumphantly given voice to the people and stories that might have slipped
through the cracks in history from jamaican slave society in the nineteenth
century through post war immigration into britain to the children of migrants
growing up in 60s london her books are acclaimed for skilful storytelling and
vivid characters and her unique voice unflinching but filled with humour
compassion and wisdom has made her one of the most significant and exciting
contemporary authors this collection opens with an essay about how writing
has helped andrea levy to explore and understand her heritage she explains
the context of each piece within the chronology of her career and finishes
with a new story written to mark the centenary of the outbreak of the great
war in 1914 as with her novels these stories are at once moving and honest
deft and humane filled with insight anger at injustice and her trademark
lightness of touch

Five-Part Invention 2022-07-05
the searing and haunting debut novel from pen finalist and new york times
bestelling author andrea j buchanan spanning five generations of women five
part invention wrestles with the question if trauma echoes through
generations can love echo too is the love we transmit enough to undo the
trauma of the past that we unwittingly carry with us and often re enact in
the present when lise a pianist suffers a nervous breakdown early in her
marriage her husband in a warped act of protection and jealousy has her piano
taken away with prose that is precise and emotionally affecting buchanan
vividly renders how lise s separation from her one source of expression and
fulfilment cascades into her relationship with her daughter leaving a legacy
of trauma that echoes through the generations to come characters emerge
broken and passionate jagged and yet hopeful and emotionally resonant written
in a way that only buchanan herself a conservatory trained pianist could
achieve five part invention is by turns frightening and exquisitely observed
and establishes buchanan as a literary force

Lost Hearts in Italy 2021-03-23
from the acclaimed author of red island house an elegant raw and emotionally
charged novel that reveals a trio caught in the grip of desire deception and
regret when mira ward relocates to rome with her husband nick she looks
forward to a time of exploration and awakening young beautiful and in love
mira is on the verge of a writing career and giddy with the prospect of
living abroad on the trip over mira meets zenin an older italian billionaire
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who captivates mira with his worldly mystique a few weeks later idle and
adrift in her new life mira agrees to a seemingly innocent lunch with zenin
and is soon catapulted into an intense affair which quickly moves beyond her
control her job as a travel writer allows for clandestine trysts and opulent
getaways to paris monte carlo london and venice and over the next few years
she struggles between resisting and giving in to this man who has such a hold
on her as her marriage erodes so too does mira s sense of self until she no
longer resembles the free spirit she was on her arrival in the eternal city a
modern day take on the tale of innocent americans abroad lost hearts in italy
is an unforgettable coming of age story in which cultures collide innocence
dissolves and those we know most intimately remain foreign to us

Magnificent Rebels 2022-09-13
a new yorker essential read from the best selling author of the invention of
nature comes an exhilarating story about a remarkable group of young rebels
poets novelists philosophers who through their epic quarrels passionate love
stories heartbreaking grief and radical ideas launched romanticism onto the
world stage inspiring some of the greatest thinkers of the time a best book
of the year the new york times the washington post make s the reader feel as
if they were in the room with the great personalities of the age bearing
witness to their insights and their vanities and rages lauren groff best
selling author of matrix when did we begin to be as self centered as we are
today at what point did we expect to have the right to determine our own
lives when did we first ask the question how can i be free it all began in a
quiet university town in germany in the 1790s when a group of playwrights
poets and writers put the self at center stage in their thinking their
writing and their lives this brilliant circle included the famous poets
goethe schiller and novalis the visionary philosophers fichte schelling and
hegel the contentious schlegel brothers and in a wonderful cameo alexander
von humboldt and at the heart of this group was the formidable caroline
schlegel who sparked their dazzling conversations about the self nature
identity and freedom the french revolutionaries may have changed the
political landscape of europe but the young romantics incited a revolution of
the mind that transformed our world forever we are still empowered by their
daring leap into the self and by their radical notions of the creative
potential of the individual the highest aspirations of art and science the
unity of nature and the true meaning of freedom we also still walk the same
tightrope between meaningful self fulfillment and destructive narcissism
between the rights of the individual and our responsibilities toward our
community and future generations at the heart of this inspiring book is the
extremely modern tension between the dangers of selfishness and the thrilling
possibilities of free will

The Lost Night 2019-10-10
tightly paced and skillfully plotted the lost night is a remarkable debut
jessica knoll new york times bestselling author of luckiest girl alive andrea
bartz casts a nostalgic misty haze over this story about a meticulous minded
woman playing detective with her own life if you ve ever woken up unsure of
what happened the night before and then proceeded to do it again oh my this
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is your book caroline kepnes author of you and providence what really
happened the night edie died years later her best friend lindsay will learn
how unprepared she is for the truth in 2009 edie had new york s social world
in her thrall mercurial and beguiling she was the shining star of a group of
recent graduates living in a brooklyn loft and treating new york like their
playground when edie s body was found near a suicide note at the end of a
long drunken night no one could believe it grief shock and resentment
scattered the group and brought the era to an abrupt end a decade later
lindsay has come a long way from the drug addled world of calhoun lofts she
has devoted best friends a cozy apartment and a thriving career as a magazine
s head fact checker but when a chance reunion leads lindsay to discover an
unsettling video from that hazy night she starts to wonder if edie was
actually murdered and worse if she herself was involved as she rifles through
those months in 2009 combing through case files old technology and her
fractured memories lindsay is forced to confront the demons of her own
violent history to bring the truth to light

No Way Out 2001-11-15
new york times bestselling author andrea kane creates a sizzling mix of
emotions white heat and pulse pounding suspense in one of the biggest
knockout thrillers of the season with a child s life at stake a woman s
deepest fears and desires careen toward an explosive climax where there is no
time to hesitate no going back and no way out something is wrong with teacher
julia talbot s favorite second grader the mayor s son brian seeing the
outgoing little boy become increasingly anxious and withdrawn she suspects
problems at home inside the mansion of a high profile political family but
even julia doesn t know the real truth venture capitalist connor stratford
the boy s powerful uncle does intrigued by julia connor plans a campaign of
seduction designed to keep her from snooping and to get her into his bed yet
julia has already learned too much as danger bears down on her like a runaway
freight train brian vanishes and a desperate hunt to find him draws julia
deeper into a family s secrets and an irresistible passion and closer to a
place where a child s future and her own fate hang in the balance

Fruit of the Lemon 2007-01-23
from andrea levy author of small island and winner of the whitbread book of
the year and the best of the best orange prize comes a story of one woman and
two islands faith jackson knows little about her parents lives before they
moved to england happy to be starting her first job in the costume department
at bbc television and to be sharing a house with friends faith is full of
hope and expectation but when her parents announce that they are moving home
to jamaica faith s fragile sense of her identity is threatened angry and
perplexed as to why her parents would move to a country they so rarely
mention faith becomes increasingly aware of the covert and public racism of
her daily life at home and at work at her parents suggestion in the hope it
will help her to understand where she comes from faith goes to jamaica for
the first time there she meets her aunt coral whose storytelling provides
faith with ancestors whose lives reach from cuba and panama to harlem and
scotland branch by branch story by story faith scales the family tree and
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discovers her own vibrant heritage which is far richer and wilder than she
could have imagined fruit of the lemon spans countries and centuries
exploring questions of race and identity with humor and a freshness and
confirms andrea levy as one of our most exciting contemporary novelists

We Are Family 2021-08-31
kids have big dreams and when those dreams are on the line how far are they
willing to go to achieve them when jayden and his teammates find out there s
not going to be a hoop group this year and maybe ever again they have to
learn to lean on each other if they want to save their basketball season in
this inspiring new middle grade novel from nba superstar lebron james and
acclaimed author andrea williams a new york times bestseller jayden carr has
been training all summer to be ready for hoop group the free afterschool
basketball program where his hero nba superstar kendrick king got his start
but when his beloved coach tells him there s not going to be a hoop group
this year jayden is heartbroken and he s not the only one coach beck s
daughter tamika was planning to be the first girl ever to start for the squad
chris king kendrick s only nephew spent the summer bragging that his uncle
was coming home just to watch him play for anthony pierson hoop group was
supposed to be his way out of trouble and for dexter donyel all 4 6 of him
hoop group was his chance to finally be part of a team instead of just
watching from the stands for each kid hoop group was more than just a chance
to ball it was an escape a dream a family now their prospects seem all but
impossible but then the world hasn t met jayden tamika chris anthony and dex
before determined to have their shot the five new friends scrap hustle fight
and play hard to save their season to prove that sometimes a chance is all it
takes it s an inspiring original middle grade story from nba superstar lebron
james and acclaimed author andrea williams that channels the many relatable
challenges so many young kids face the first step to winning is getting out
on the court

Andrea's Journey 2021-11-18
heaven was in our hands last night we held it ever so gently as we darted
through misty wet clouds to reach that place that only dreams can take you
our hearts made ready by our spirit love our hands outstretched with knowing
trust we are taken amongst others who exist without time or space and feel
with them the touch of infinity what truly connects all of us in this
universe it is our search for love to be loved and to love on this journey we
often meet emotions such as despair rejection doubt and fear yet we can also
meet bliss joy rapture and sanctuary as we invite spirit in within a
collection of poetic writings gathered over a four year period and shared in
journal entry style andrea eckhardt offers a glimpse into her personal
journey to find love filled with all the epic epiphanies and dark discoveries
that made her journey poetic yet perilous andrea s writings reveal the
struggle to find love the triumph when she finally found it and all the mess
in between andrea s journey shares poetic writings that reveal the ups and
downs of one woman s journey to find love
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Russian Journal 2006-06-20
a subtly crafted reflection of both the bleak and golden shadings of russian
life its tones belong more to the realm of poetry than journalism the new
york times book review at age twenty five andrea lee joined her husband a
harvard doctoral candidate in russian history for his eight months study at
moscow state university and an additional two months in leningrad published
to enormous critical acclaim in 1981 russian journal is the award winning
author s penetrating vivid account of her everyday life as an expatriate in
soviet culture chronicling her fascinating exchanges with journalists
diplomats and her soviet contemporaries the winner of the jean stein award
from the national academy of arts and letters and the book that launched lee
s career as a writer russian journal is a beautiful and clear eyed travel
writing classic lee takes us wherever she is conveying a feeling of place and
atmosphere that is the mark of real talent the washington post book world a
book of very great charm lee records what she saw and heard with unassuming
delicacy and exactness newsweek

Master of Poisons 2020-09-08
this is a prayer hymn a battle cry a love song a legendary call and response
bonfire talisman tale this is medicine for a broken world daniel josé older
named a best of 2020 pick for kirkus review s best books of 2020 award
winning author andrea hairston weaves together african folktales and
postcolonial literature into unforgettable fantasy in master of poisons the
world is changing poison desert eats good farmland once sweet water turns
foul the wind blows sand and sadness across the empire to get caught in a
storm is death to live and do nothing is death there is magic in the world
but good conjure is hard to find djola righthand man and spymaster of the
lord of the arkhysian empire is desperately trying to save his adopted
homeland even in exile awa a young woman training to be a powerful griot
tests the limits of her knowledge and comes into her own in a world of
sorcery floating cities kindly beasts and uncertain men awash in the rhythms
of folklore and storytelling and rich with hairston s characteristic lush
prose master of poisons is epic fantasy that will bleed your mind with its
turns of phrase and leave you aching for the world it burns into being at the
publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights
management software drm applied

Scent of Danger 2003-02-05
bestselling author andrea kane delivers an electrifying novel of suspense and
seduction as one woman is swept up in a maelstrom of dangerous secrets
ruthless ambition and unexpected passion when dylan newport a high powered
attorney for the company that manufactures c est moi the revolutionary
fragrance that makes women irresistible to men finds his boss carson brooks
shot and nearly dead he sets out to fulfill what may be the billionaire ceo s
last wish to find out whether a business deal he made twenty eight years ago
to start his company also resulted in his fathering a child dylan s search
leads him to sabrina radcliffe a brilliant management consultant who is
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shocked to learn her father s identity yet when she meets carson face to face
there s an instant connection his appointing her interim ceo is the
opportunity of a lifetime until she becomes the target of his enemies as
suspects and victims begin to pile up sabrina turns to dylan and finds that
their own perfect chemistry is kindling into soul deep desire but first they
must confront an elusive adversary intent on destroying everything and
everyone they cherish

The Pregnancy Proposition 2016-09-08
the pregnancy proposition after her break up the last thing paige edwards
wants is a romantic getaway but then an all expense paid trip to hawaii lands
her in bed with sexy hotel owner mano bishop an explosive affair with mano
could be the perfect rebound except for the fact she s carrying her ex s baby
blinded as a teen mano has nevertheless achieved success in business if not
in love an occasional fling has always been enough until paige one week with
the unassuming woman whose inner beauty captivates him has mano reevaluating
everything could he father another man s child for the chance at a future
with paige his secret baby bombshell driven businesswoman eve winchester has
big plans to take her father s chicago real estate empire global but when she
ends up pregnant by her family s personal and professional nemesis she s
thrown into the shark tank of corporate intrigue now she s doing damage
control as she falls even deeper for graham newport graham has never had such
a heated secret fling but suddenly eve is pregnant and no strings attached
turns into the ties that bind graham won t turn his back on what s his but
will family friction tear apart their fledgling affair

The Tiger's Mistress 2003-08-01
when her beloved father mysteriously disappears portia hadley is determined
to discover why even if it means charging straight into the arms of the earl
of branford known as the black cat when he was a spy for england branford is
no stranger to secret missions or mysterious ladies branford senses that
portia is not as innocent as her jade green eyes suggest and a game of cat
and mouse begins little does portia know that branford has his own secret
agenda one that could ignite a sparking passion and a deadly danger

We Came Here to Forget 2020-04-21
from the author of she regrets nothing which buzzfeed called a sharp
glittering story of wealth family and fate a vivid novel about a young
olympic skier who loses everything and reinvents herself in buenos aires
where she meets a man keeping dark secrets of his own katie cleary has always
known exactly what she wants to be the best skier in the world as a teenager
she leaves her home to live and train full time with her two best friends
brothers luke and blair their wealthy father hires the best coaches money can
buy and after years of training the three friends are the usa s best shot at
bringing home olympic gold but as the upward trajectory of katie s elite
skiing career nears its zenith a terrifying truth about her sister becomes
impossible to ignore one that will lay ruin not only to katie s career but to
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her family and her relationship with luke and blair with her life shattered
and nothing left to lose katie flees the snowy mountainsides of home for
buenos aires there she reinvents herself and meets a colorful group of ex
pats and the alluring charismatic gianluca fortunado a tango teacher with
secrets of his own this beautiful city with its dark history and wild promise
seems like the perfect refuge but can she really outrun her demons searing
gripping a complicated story of sisterhood unlike any told before taylor
jenkins reid author of daisy jones the six we came here to forget explores
what it means to dream to desire to achieve and what s left behind after it
all disappears

Andrea's Dream 2020-07
robert hansen alaska s most notorious serial killer hunted his victims andrea
altiery was one of his victims andrea s body has never been located or
recovered after leaving alaska in 1983 author robert algeri spent the next
thirteen years unsuccessfully trying to piece together what happened to his
friend andrea altiery fearing the worst robert returned to anchorage alaska
in 1996 hoping to gain insight into andrea s fate andrea s dream enchanted
alaskan proprietress pages are filled with delicious tension as he gets
bruised battered and beaten down across the city of anchorage alaska in his
grass roots search for andrea altiery realizing the fragile futility of his
actions robert becomes entangled in an urban alaska adventure while searching
for lost love love that never gets found and love that maybe never was

Lockdown 2018-01-29
honeymooning fbi agents are called to rescue a bridal party held hostage in
this romantic suspense short story from a new york times bestselling author
in this absorbing thriller short new york times bestselling author andrea
kane melds the highs and lows of life a wedding a honeymoon and a hostage
situation that runs high odds of turning out badly basking in an idyllic
honeymoon setting former fbi hostage negotiator sloan burbank parker is
strolling the beach with her new husband one minute and negotiating to save
three hostages the next in a wedding robbery gone bad the hostages are a
bride her three year old son and his godmother claire a psychic it takes all
of sloan s skills and claire s special abilities to expose what s really
happening and get everyone out alive

Iveliz Explains It All 2022-09-13
newbery honor award winner in this timely and moving novel in verse a preteen
girl navigates seventh grade while facing mental health challenges a hopeful
poetic story about learning to advocate for the help and understanding you
deserve powerful lisa fipps printz honor winning author of starfish how do
you speak up when it feels like no one is listening the end of elementary
school worst time of my life and the start of middle school i just wasn t
quite right but this year yo voy a mi seventh grade is going to be iveliz s
year she s going to make a new friend help her abuela mimi get settled after
moving from puerto rico and she is not going to get into any more trouble at
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school except is that what happens of course not because no matter how hard
iveliz tries sometimes people say things that just make her so mad and worse
mimi keeps saying iveliz s medicine is unnecessary even though it helps
iveliz feel less sad but how do you explain your feelings to others when you
re not even sure what s going on yourself powerful and compassionate andrea
beatriz arango s debut navigates mental health finding your voice and
discovering that those who really love you will stay by your side no matter
what

Hide and Seek 2022-08-04
a missing child a house full of secrets a mystery waiting to be solved from
the sunday times bestselling author comes a twisty psychological thriller
that you won t be able to put down next level domestic suspense even the
twists have twists i loved it andrea mara is a star lee child a relentless
twisting page turner chris whitaker original clever and unputdownable sarah
pearse close your eyes the game of hide and seek is over but little lily
murphy hasn t been found her parents try to stay positive but they know this
peaceful dublin suburb will never be the same again count to ten years later
joanna moves into a new house it seems perfect in every way until she learns
that lily murphy used to live here and when you open them your child is gone
because joanna thinks she knows what really happened to lily and if the truth
gets out it might be her undoing readers love hide and seek i loved loved
loved this book a fast paced thriller with twists that you never see coming
andrea mara is the queen of the unexpected twist not to mention excelling in
creating an attention grabbing hook to ensure that the reader s attention is
hooked from the opening page i honestly think it s her best book yet from the
very start i was completely gripped by the story and i couldn t put this book
down this is an unputdownable crime thriller thick with suspense and intrigue
a massive 5 read for me best thriller of the year loved every page really
hope they make a netflix series based on this hide and seek is every mother s
worst nightmare andrea mara is an amazing storyteller and weaves a thoroughly
enjoyable tale i felt completely high on adrenaline after finishing this book
because it was so good a compulsive page turner that will leave your heart
racing praise for andrea mara grips from the first page and keeps upping the
stakes i didn t predict any of the twists and turns sarah pearse no 1 sunday
times bestselling author of the sanatorium sharp sophisticated and full of
suspense cara hunter andrea mara s tight plotting and convincing
characterisation make her books both compelling and intriguing liz nugent don
t miss someone in the attic the gripping twisty new thriller from andrea mara
available to pre order now

Singular Texts/plural Authors 1992
why write together the authors ask they answer that question here in the
first book to combine theoretical and historical explorations with actual
research on collaborative and group writing lisa ede and andrea lunsford
challenge the assumption that writing is a solitary act that challenge is
grounded in their own personal experience as long term collaborators and in
their extensive research including a three stage study of collaborative
writing supported by the fund for the improvement of post secondary education
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the authors urge a fundamental change in our institutions to accommodate
collaboration by radically resituating power in the classroom and by
instituting rewards for collaborative work that equal rewards for single
authored work they conclude with the injunction today and in the twenty first
century our data suggest writers must be able to work together they must in
short be able to collaborate

The Beginning of Everything 2019-10-08
andrea buchanan lost her mind while crossing the street one day suffering
from a horrible cough she inhaled the cold march air and choked she was
choking on a lot that day a sick child a pending divorce the guilt of failing
as a partner as a mother relieved when the coughing abated she thought it was
over she could not have been more wrong when andrea coughed that day a small
tear was ripped in her dura mater the membrane that covers the brain and
spinal cord but she didn t know that yet instead she went on with her day
unaware that her cerebrospinal fluid was already beginning to leak out of
that tiny tear what followed was nine months of pain and confusion as her
brain no longer cushioned by a healthy waterbed of fluid sank to the bottom
of her skull there was brain fog and cognitive impairment to the point where
she could not even make sense of the most basic concepts at a time when she
needed to be as clear thinking as possible she was trapped by her brain the
mind brain connection is one of the greatest mysteries of the human condition
in some folklore the fluid around the brain is where consciousness begins
here in the pages of the beginning of everything andrea seeks to understand
where was i when i wasn t there

More Than He Expected 2012-10
more than he expected playboy alex likes his relationships short and without
strings but his fiery fling with gwen left him craving more so when a holiday
weekend getaway provides an opportunity for another taste of the tantalising
woman he grabs it only things have changed since their last encounter now
gwen is pregnant an inconvenient affair hillary has always been a magnet for
mr wrong and her latest left her in trouble with the law to clear her name
she s agreed to go undercover as the date for sexy billionaire playboy and
secret agent troy donavan his reputation is bad but when his kisses are like
molten sin being sensible in the face of such desire is not an option

Uriah's War 2014-06-19
written to mark the centenary of the outbreak of wwi this short story by
multi award winning million copy bestselling author andrea levy tells the
tale of two jamaican service men in that conflict

The Make-Up Girl 2014-02-06
in many ways adam is the perfect boyfriend he never wants to watch the
football he never gets drunk and he always prefers a quiet night in to going
out with his mates the only problem is adam doesn t actually exist faith
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wishart made him up in fact faith makes almost everything up in order to
please her mum she pretends she works for a top pr company when really she
works in a shop as a make up girl for keats cosmetics but her mum is itching
to meet the mysterious adam and when her younger sister hope returns
unexpectedly from australia with her fiance it s not wedding bells that are
ringing for faith it s alarm bells she now has less than two months to solve
her boyfriend s non existence problem in time for the wedding and desperate
times call for desperate measures

Rancher Untamed 2018-09-06
rancher untamed by katherine garbera money s no object pippa hamilton hoff
has come into a fortune and her first purchase is a bachelor at a charity
auction diego velasquez no one in texas knows she s secretly an heiress pippa
can t stay forever but is she willing to leave the man she craves behind the
boyfriend arrangement by katherine garbera fake it until you make it instead
of attending a friend s wedding alone harper drake asks sebastian west sexy
available and not a total stranger to pose as her boyfriend with sparks
flying a little faux affection could be fun except things get very hot very
fast for real

I Love You Like Yellow 2022-03-29
from the new york times bestselling creators author andrea beaty and
illustrator vashti harrison a sweet and playful bedtime book that reminds
young readers just how loved they are i love you like yellow i love you like
green like flowery orchid and sweet tangerine love comes in many forms it can
feel tart as lemonade or sweet as sugar cookies slow as a lazy morning or
fast as a relay race love is there through it all the large and small moments
the good times and bad and at the end of the day love settles us down to bed
with a hug and kiss goodnight with charming rhyming text from bestselling
author andrea beaty and lush heartwarming illustrations by bestselling
illustrator vashti harrison i love you like yellow celebrates the
unconditional love that pulses through life s profound and everyday moments
and the people who make them so special this bear hug of a picture book
features a true diversity of characters harrison brings a vibrant palette
loving care and a tight focus to these tableaux viewers are right there with
the families witnessing their moments together the horn book magazine

We Were Never Here 2022-07-05
new york times bestseller reese s book club pick this book is every suspense
lover s dream and it kept me up way too late turning pages a novel with crazy
twists and turns that will have you ditching your friday night plans for more
chapters reese witherspoon a backpacking trip has deadly consequences in this
eerie psychological thriller with alluring locales hitchcockian tension and
possibly the best pair of female leads since thelma and louise bookpage from
the bestselling author of the lost night and the herd a marie claire book
club pick named one of the best books of the year by npr and marie claire
emily is having the time of her life she s in the mountains of chile with her
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best friend kristen on their annual reunion trip and the women are feeling
closer than ever but on the last night of the trip emily enters their hotel
suite to find blood and broken glass on the floor kristen says the cute
backpacker she brought back to their room attacked her and she had no choice
but to kill him in self defense even more shocking the scene is horrifyingly
similar to last year s trip when another backpacker wound up dead emily can t
believe it s happened again can lightning really strike twice back home in
wisconsin emily struggles to bury her trauma diving headfirst into a new
relationship and throwing herself into work but when kristen shows up for a
surprise visit emily is forced to confront their violent past the more
kristen tries to keep emily close the more emily questions her motives as
emily feels the walls closing in on their cover ups she must reckon with the
truth about her closest friend can emily outrun the secrets she shares with
kristen or will they destroy her relationship her freedom even her life

Watercress 2021-03-30
caldecott medal winner newbery honor book apala award winner gathering
watercress by the side of the road brings a girl closer to her family s
chinese heritage new england book award winner a new york times best children
s book of the year a boston globe horn book honor book driving through ohio
in an old pontiac a young girl s parents stop suddenly when they spot
watercress growing wild in a ditch by the side of the road grabbing an old
paper bag and some rusty scissors the whole family wades into the muck to
collect as much of the muddy snail covered watercress as they can at first
she s embarrassed why can t her family get food from the grocery store but
when her mother shares a story of her family s time in china the girl learns
to appreciate the fresh food they foraged together they make a new memory of
watercress andrea wang tells a moving autobiographical story of a child of
immigrants discovering and connecting with her heritage illustrated by award
winning author and artist jason chin working in an entirely new style
inspired by chinese painting techniques an author s note in the back shares
andrea s childhood experience with her parents a wall street journal best
children s book of the year a boston globe best children s book of the year a
washington post best children s book of the year a new york public library
best book of the year a chicago public library best book of the year named a
best book of the year by publishers weekly bookpage school library journal
kirkus reviews publishers lunch shelf awareness and more an npr book we love
a horn book fanfare title a mighty girl best book of the year a floyd s pick
honor book a csmcl best multicultural children s book of the year a junior
library guild gold standard selection

The Adventures of Alexander von Humboldt 2019-05-16
meet alexander von humboldt the great lost scientist visionary thinker and
daring explorer the man who first predicted climate change who has more
things named after him than anyone else including a sea on the moon and who
has inspired generations of writers thinkers and revolutionaries in the
adventures of alexander von humboldt 88 year old humboldt takes us on a
fantastic voyage back through his life tracing his footsteps around the
rainforests mountains and crocodile infested rivers of south america when he
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was a young man travel with him to venezuela to lake valencia the llanos and
the orinocco and follow him during his time in cuba cartagena bogota and his
one year trek across the andes as he climbs the volcano chimborazo explores
inca monuments and visits washington d c to meet thomas jefferson and
campaign for the abolition of slavery with encounters with indigenous peoples
missionaries colonists and jaguars and incorporating humboldt s own sketches
drawings and manuscripts this is a thrilling adventure story of history s
most daring scientist

Andrea’s Dream 2020-07-01
robert hansen alaska s most notorious serial killer hunted his victims andrea
altiery was one of his victims andrea s body has never been located or
recovered after leaving alaska in 1983 author robert algeri spent the next
thirteen years unsuccessfully trying to piece together what happened to his
friend andrea altiery fearing the worst robert returned to anchorage alaska
in 1996 hoping to gain insight into andrea s fate andrea s dream enchanted
alaskan proprietress pages are filled with delicious tension as he gets
bruised battered and beaten down across the city of anchorage alaska in his
grass roots search for andrea altiery realizing the fragile futility of his
actions robert becomes entangled in an urban alaska adventure while searching
for lost love love that never gets found and love that maybe never was

Every Light in the House Burnin' 2010-06-24
the remarkable emotional debut novel both funny and moving which was
longlisted for the orange prize for fiction from the critically aclaimed
andrea levy author of the orange prize winning small island and the man
booker shortlisted the long song better opportunity that s why angela s dad
sailed to england from america in 1948 on the empire windrush six months
later her mum joined him in his one room in earl s court twenty years and
four children later mr jacob has become seriously ill and starts to move
unsteadily through the care of the national health service as angela his
youngest tries to help her mother through this ordeal she finds herself
reliving her childhood years spent on a council estate in highbury

There Can Only Be Six 2021-08-02
harper fontaine has always preferred keeping to herself when she s forced to
leave behind her life in nyc to move into her dad s mansion in a wealthy
rhode island suburb she quickly discovers the small town likes to keep
secrets of its own invited to join a secret society known as the order of six
harper has to rely on the help of new friends without getting too distracted
by the alluring bad girl next door to survive the mysterious group s trials
as the darker history of the seaside town begins to unravel but the more they
uncover the more harper questions the order s true motives and if they re
even more dangerous than she could have realized
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